The
Repeater
Summer 2003

Notice of
Semi-Annual Meeting
Date: August 16th., 2003
Time: 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Place: Heritage Bldg.

MARM Fest
The agenda will include approval of the minutes of the
annual general meeting, business arising, a treasurer’s
report, a report from our auditor, a membership report, and
a technical report. These reports will be followed by new
business.

Important Dates:
MRS:Thursday at 9:00 pm MRS Semi-Weekly Net
Sunday at 1:00 pm - MRS Semi-Weekly Net
WARC: Sep. 8th - Welcome Back Meeting
WSC:

Aug. 20 - Annual Picnic- St. Vital Park
2nd.Thursday of each month Breakfast @ Garden City Inn

Other - Aug 1 - 3 , Camp 807
August 15 - 16, MARM Fest 9
September 20 - Railway Dx-pedition

Distributed to all Current Members

President’s Report
by Ed, VE4EAR
Hello everyone! I hope that everyone is enjoying the
summer heat. This season always seems so short and there
is always so much to do, hopefully you can make amateur
radio a part of it.
Your MRS technical committee has been busy with
several maintenance projects this past spring. See the
technical report for complete details! And as with all our
projects, volunteers and assistance are always encouraged
and appreciated.
Our linking system has been limping along in recent
years. The executive is in the process of evaluating several
different linking controllers as a replacement to the Palomar
units we currently have in use. If you are aware of a good
quality controller, why not pass along the information to the
executive to ensure that it is considered as a possible
alternative.
Do you have any noteworthy projects that you are
working on? If so, would you consider writing a short article
for a future issue of the Repeater? Let everyone know about
your successes, your new invention, or something that just
interests you. Send any articles you have to any member of
the executive.
Please check out the rest of this newsletter for
additional details on some of the up and coming projects
and an updated status of our repeater network.
With summer being the traveling time of the year, be
sure to listen for those strange and exotic call signs that
signify a visitor is in town. Why not extend a warm friendly
greeting to the visitor and offer assistance in finding lodging
or directions. It’s a great way to introduce travelers to our
province and perhaps even meet a new friend.
Our semi-annual general meeting is scheduled to be
held in conjunction with the MARMFEST in August. It is a
great opportunity to meet some of our members that can’t
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make it into Winnipeg for the annual meeting. We look
forward to seeing you and receiving your input on the
direction you would like to see the MRS take.

M.R.S. Current Fee Schedule
Current & Renewal Members
$25.00 per calendar year
New members only - Pro-rated quarterly
January to December $25.00
April - December
$18.75
July to December
$12.50
October to December $ 6.25
- First time members are no longer required to pay a one
time only initiation fee of $10.00 on top of the regular
fee. Their membership fee is pro-rated for the first year
only.
- Family membership is for each additional members
residing at the same residence as the initial member.
$10.00 each

Industry Canada Amateur Centre
Voice 1-888-780-3333 (toll-free)
Fax:
1-613-991-5575
E-mail: spectrum.amateur@ic.gc.ca
Web: http://strategis.ic.gc.ca/spectrum

The Repeater Advertising Rates:
All advertising is black & white and must be
submitted in electronic format.
full page $75.00
½ page $40.00
¼ page $20.00
bus.card $10.00
For more information or to place an ad please contact
any executive member.

Comments or if you just want to reach us :

Newscaster Editor
Manitoba Repeater Society
C/O VE4WSC
598 St. Mary’s Road
Winnipeg, MB R2M 3L5
http://www.ve4.net/mrs/

Please enjoy the rest of the newsletter and I hope you
find time to make amateur radio a part of your summer
activities.

Treasurers Report
By Paula, VE4MHZ
Manitoba Repeater Society 2nd Quarter 2003
The financial position of the Manitoba Repeater Society
Inc. as of June 30, 2003 is as follows:
Starting Balance January 1, 2003
Deposits:
Donations
$ 100.00
Memberships
$ 1810.00
Total Deposits

$ 4672.38

$ 1910.00

Withdrawals:
1 MRS 2000
$ 1200.00
Equipment maintenance
$ 346.65
Newsletter
$ 273.15
MTS (phone patch)
$ 273.19
Misc – Photocopying
$ 66.69
Donation to WSC
$ 50.00
Bank Service Charges
$ 23.70
Total Withdrawals
Note: ( budget is for $5850.00)
Actual end balance as of June 30, 2003

$ 2233.38
$ 4349.00

M.R.S. Current Executive
President Ed Richardson
V/President Gord Snarr
Secretary
Dick Maguire
Treasurer Paula Ehn
Membership Roy Maguire
Technical Gord Snarr
Directors
Yori Tsuji
Grant Delaney
Wayne Ludman
Walter Bezpalko
Fred Venema
Past Pres. Derek Hay

VE4EAR
VE4GLS
VE4HK
VE4MHZ
VE4EN
VE4GLS
VE4ACX
VE4HGD
VE4WKL
VE4VB
VE4FV
VE4HAY

254-8425
746-2743
256-3143
667-7818
669-1355
746-2743
453-3786
783-8111
224 -1449
284-3054
452-4046
257-1420
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Annual General Meeting - Minutes
April 24, 2003
Meeting held at the Winnipeg Senior Citizens Radio
Club. Meeting began 7:00 p.m. Ed Richardson VE4EAR
presiding. Approximately 22 members in attendance.
VE4EAR welcomed the members present. Each member
introduced him or herself
Minutes of semi annual general meeting at Austin
approved as published in the newsletter
Moved Glen Napady, VE4GWN : Seconded Rick Allen,
VE4RA -- CARRIED
Treasurer’s Report/Auditor’s Report
Presented by Paula Ehn VE4MHZ. See accompanying
copy of Treasurer’s Report, Auditor’s Report and 2003-04
budget.
Move acceptance of Auditor’s Report (prepared by
Betty Hazeu XYL of Harm VE4HAZ)
Moved Richard Sheridan, VE4ESX; Seconded Yori Tsuji
, VE4ACX -- CARRIED
Move acceptance of Treasurer’s Report/Budget
Moved Paula Ehn, VE4MHZ; Seconded Don Hamilton,
VE4HD -- CARRIED
End of Treasurer’s Report
Membership Report
Presented by Roy Maguire VE4EN
There were 160 members in 2002. Presently at 144 for
2003. Expect about 20 renewals and new members at the Flea
Market, April 27. Everything looks good. There are 17 life
members, 3 special members, and 10 clubs on membership
list. The newsletter cost $500.00 last year, and $200.00 this
year. Due to E-mailing most newsletters.
Move acceptance of Treasurer’s Report
Moved Rick Allen, VE4RA ; Seconded, Richard
Sheridan, VE4ESX --- CARRIED
Technical Report
Presented by Gord Snarr VE4GLS. The past year was
very busy with improvements and changes.
U VE4NEP, at Neepawa, was taken down, due to Prairie
Mobile decommissioning the site. We are looking for a
new site.
U VE4WPG, in the Richardson Building, was upgraded
with a newer MSR2000 Motorola repeater, along with a
very professional tower installation
U VE4GIM in Gimli, had the VHF radio, the UHF radio, and
the controller replaced. The new system is working
quite well, despite some link problems.
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U Yori VE4ACX has decreased the power on the UHF
radios at VE4WPG to reduce interference.
U VE4CDN, at Morris, has upgraded duplexers.
U VE4MAN, on the Starbuck tower, had a newer MSR2000
repeater installed, along with a second cabinet, to hold
some electronics. VE4GLS requested signal reports on
VE4MAN coverage
U VE4FAL, at Falcon Lake, on the Pinetree System, has
some noise problems. MRS and Lake of the Woods
ARC are looking at it. John Bell VE4OL has also
volunteered to assist.
U VE4PLP, on the Manitoba Hydro tower, south of
Portage la Prairie, is currently not being used, due to
VE4NEP being down.
U VE4VJ, located with VE4WPG, is our UHF repeater. It
has an upgraded home built repeater, currently putting
out 1.5 watts
U VE4WRS, also located with VE4WPG, is the autopatch.
It works well, but is rarely used
U VE4MIL, located at Milner Ridge, is trouble free. A VHF
MSR2000 will be installed at this site.
U VE4EMB, located at Hadashville, has been off the air for
about a year. It should be back on the air within two
months, and linked to VE4FAL on VHF
U VE4MBR, in Selkirk, and run by the Selkirk group, is up
and running. We don’t know much about it. Rick Allen
VE4RA announced the link should be up within two
weeks
Plans for 2003-2004
U VE4CDN – Technical Committee is working on a dust
proof cabinet. This repeater is located at a grain elevator
U VE4WPG – Technical Committee is working on
replacement IC’s for the Palomar controller. It has been
losing memory for the remote control
U VE4GIM – The VHF antenna will be moved up about 40
ft to the top of a tower at the Diageo distillery. This will
increase coverage. The MRS executive is discussing a link
to Manigotagan, MB
VE4GLS thanked VE4ACX for all his hard work. VE4GLS
announced that the link to VE4GIM is always on. code
#44506
VE4ABA asked about the power reduction mentioned
above
VE4GLS advised that VE4GIM was not reduced. It is still
18 watts.
A discussion ensued about path problems, squelch
adjust etc at VE4GIM
VE4GLS described the excellent new site at Minnedosa.
It will improve coverage along Hwy 16. MRS needs
equipment, including controllers, etc.
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Bill Simm VE4ALW stated that MRS was welcome to
move VE4PLP to their site atop the water tower in Portage la
Prairie. It features 24 hour access and back up power
A discussion followed about the merits of this site.
Move acceptance of Technical Report
Moved Yori Tsuji, VE4ACX ; Seconded Bruce Johnson,
VE4KQ -- CARRIED
New Business
i VE4EAR presented our plans for the future. Upgrade a
couple of repeaters, VE4MIL and VE4EMB, linking
controllers. Palomar controllers now very difficult to get.
i VE4MHZ showed pictures of the MRS logos, which
have been on our website. She stated that logo # 1 was
preferred
Move acceptance of logo # 1 as the official MRS logo
Moved VE4MHZ ; Seconded VE4HK -- CARRIED
i VE4EAR announced the MRS received a donation of
$75.00 from Gunther Dorn, for posting his radio
equipment on the Swap and Shop Net
i VE4EAR stated that the Survival Guide will be
upgraded. Thanks to VE4RA for providing free
photocopying. This Survival Guide is given out to all
new hams at the Seniors Amateur course.
i VE4HK gave several reasons for moving the Swap and
Shop Net to Sunday evenings, from Sunday afternoon.
More convenient for VE4HK, frees up day for family
events, such as football and baseball games, does not
disrupt weekends, many amateur events take place
Sunday during day. These include Field Day, Manitoba
Marathon, International Peace Gardens Hamfest, etc.
i VE4GLS reported on reasons why the executive was
considering dropping the Autopatch on VE4WRS, and
replacing it with IRLP. Most important reason is that
autopatch use has dropped dramatically. This is due to
extensive cell phone use. Gord described IRLP.
i Derek Hay VE4HAY then arrived at the meeting, and
continued the presentation on IRLP. He recommended
reading the newsletter for details.
d autopatch costs about $600.00 annually, for very
little use. Money can be better spent elsewhere
d requires analog phone, not digital for computer link.
Analog phone costs $29.00/month
d IRLP good when traveling, so hams can keep in
touch with friends in home city
d good for hams who are not allowed to have HF
radios and antennas in apartments, condos etc.
A discussion followed
i VE4MHZ, speaking for the University of Manitoba
Club, stated that their IRLP note was used extensively.
The UMARS club is unstable. She would like to see a
second IRLP node in Winnipeg.
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i VE4EAR called for an unofficial vote on Autopatch vs.
IRLP.
Autopatch 14 votes
IRLP
10 Votes
Both
14 votes
VE4MHZ advised that the cost for IRLP to UMARS
club was nothing. They do not care about losing members to
MRS. There were about 100 members last year, about 50 this
year. End of New Business
Elections
VE4HK presented the slate of prospective executive for
2003-2004 VE4’s EAR, ACX, EN, HK, HGD, GLS, MHZ, VB,
WKL, FV.
Move nominations closed
Moved VE4HAY ; Seconded VE4GWN -- CARRIED
Above slate elected by acclimation
Notices by Other Clubs and Organizations
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

VE4GLS announced that the DARC “I” link was dead
for now
VE4HAY announced that RAC was preparing for World
Administrative Radio Conference in Geneva. RAC is
pushing for 40 meter alignment. Some other frequency
changes are possible. Not much change is expected
RAC has a new bulletin editor, since April
Defense of Amateur Radio needs money
VE4ACX thanked everyone who assisted with the
VE4MAN repeater changeover
VE4HK announced the WARC flea market for April 27
VE4KQ stated that he has a repeater at St. John, North
Dakota, VE4IHF/W0, that he would like to link into the
MRS system.
VE4KQ is willing to donate a 100 watt VHF Micor rack
mount repeater to MRS. It is ready to roll.
VE4GLS advised that MRS can use the repeater
VE4HAY announced that Derek Belbas VE4VV donated
2 UHF bandpass filters to MRS. Derek will give them to
VE4ACX tonight.
VE4GLS spoke about AWACS aircraft patrolling the
US/Canadian border, using 425-438 MHz for radar,
keying up every 8 seconds. We must live with it.
VE4EAR mentioned a 900 MHz repeater going up on the
Richardson Bldg. this summer
VE4EAR thanked Bert Andrews VE4AND and Bob Hall
VE4RJH for setting up the room and for allowing MRS
to hold the AGM at the Seniors
VE4MHZ recommended checking out the MRS website
ve4.net/MRS
No further business
Adjourn - VE4EN - 8:40 p.m.
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Technical Committee
Submitted by Gord, VE4GLS
State of the system from East to West.
VE4FAL, Freq. 146.64- MHz:
The Falcon Lake repeater is working fairly well. Yori
VE4ACX, Derek VE4HAY, John VE4OL, and Scott VA3EXT
were out at this site in late June to track down some noise
that was getting into the system. I believe a radio was
replaced to repair the repeater. Links to Kenora and Milner
Ridge as well as the VHF part of the system seem to be
working well. Link #2 (402) is normally left off to separate the
Pinetree System from the MRS system. This link can be
brought up any time, but remember to take it down (420)
after finishing your conversation.
VE4EMB, Freq. 147.36+ MHz:
The Hadashville repeater is now back on the air. The
link to Falcon Lake using the VE4FAL VHF output/input
seems to be working well. There is now complete coverage
from Portage to well past the Manitoba/Ontario border using
the MRS linked repeater system
VE4MIL, Freq. 145.21- MHz:
The Milner Ridge repeater has been working flawlessly.
We plan on replacing the General Electric Exec II transceiver
with one of the Motorola MSR-2000 repeater radios we have
acquired in late July. This will increase the repeater's output
from around 10 watts to 30 watts. This is part of our plan of
slowly phasing out the old GE radios prevalent in our
system.
VE4WPG, Freq. 147.39- MHz:
The Winnipeg repeater system has been working well
but not without a few glitches. We had problems with the
Gimli link causing intermittent service through link #4. Yori
made some repairs/alterations to the radio to kick it back into
life. The high temperatures where the equipment is located
may be causing some troubles. We may be experimenting
with some controller firmware at the WPG site because it is
the easiest site for us to access. We did have to replace the
CPU on the controller to get it working again in late June.
VE4VJ, Freq. 443.5+ MHz:
Our UHF repeater at the VE4WPG site. At the moment it
is also a QRP repeater with an output of about 1 watt. The
receiver is working well so if you can hear it, you can very
likely get into it with your UHF Handi. This link is normally
connected to the rest of the system backbone and works as
a normal repeater. Anyone with UHF capability is
encouraged to try it out!
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VE4WRS, Freq. 145.45 MHz (simplex autopatch)
(*35=up #35=down)
The auto patch is seeing less use with the proliferation
of cellular telephones but it is ready to go when ever it is
needed. It does work well and coverage is similar to
VE4WPG since it is multiplexed into the same antenna. The
executive has discussed shutting down the auto patch
because of the expenses involved and lack of use. We will
again be discussing this at the upcoming General Meeting at
Austin.
VE4GIM, Freq. 146.85- MHz:
The Gimli repeater seems to be working very well with
it's new radios and controller. No problems reported from
Gimli other than the outages caused at the WPG site. Plans
are in the works to raise the antenna up another 20' or so to
clear the elevator head on the building it is located on. There
may be a future link added to a repeater in Manigotagan.
VE4MAN, Freq. 146.61- MHz:
The Starbuck repeater system has been working well as
of late. The new MSR-2000 repeater radio was installed early
this spring and is working well. Signal reports are better from
most locations. A separate cabinet had to be installed at the
site to accommodate the larger repeater radio. Link #2 to PLP
has been disabled until we find a new site for VE4NEP.
VE4CDN, Freq. 145.27- MHz:
The Morris repeater has been working well considering
it's output is still rather QRP at around 1-2 watts. We do
have a new exciter and receiver for this site and plan to
change them out soon. A new cabinet was installed at this
site (July 3) to help protect the equipment from exposure to
the extremely dusty environment. We will have to replace
the cables between the duplexer/radio and replace the UHF
link yagi which have (or are susceptible to) corrosion. I hope
we can get 10w on VHF to dramatically improving the signal
from this site!
VE4PLP (link repeater):
The Portage La Prairie site is still there, ready to link to
something out west that doesn't exist right now. Whether we
will be utilizing this site for linking out west or not depends
on path testing planned for later this summer. Manitoba
Hydro (who allows us access to their site) just installed a
new generator capable of 40+ KW, so we should almost
have enough backup for any equipment installed.
VE4NEP, Freq. 147.21+ MHz:
The (formerly) Neepawa repeater has been retired until
we can find a new home for it.
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General comments:
There has been a lot of noise on the system lately. Since
there are MANY radios that could be picking up this noise it
sometimes takes us a while to pinpoint the problem and
correct it. Most of the noise is caused by signals generated
by other equipment (even our own) and environmental
conditions including tropo or ducting that causes distant
repeaters to interfere with ours. Sometimes noise can be
generated maliciously to disrupt a QSO or pick on people. If
you suspect the latter, please write down the time, repeater,
signal strength (on the input if you can receive it there), and
any particulars about the noise itself. An audio recording
can help too. Please forward the information to one of the
club executives so we have more information to give
Industry Canada if need be.
New Projects:
There are a few things we want to work on to provide
more accessibility for more of the amateur community.
Expanding the system to the west and hopefully include
Brandon and other major centers is what we are working for.
We have inquired about a couple of sites, one close to
where the Neepawa repeater used to be, and/or another site
close to Bruexelles. So far these sites have not been
accessible to us. We are looking into co-locating some
equipment at the Austin Museum (MARM) as well as at
Portage and eventually at Minnedosa where we have
acquired a tower site. From Minnedosa we should be able to
link into Brandon. We will require equipment and lots of
man-hours to set all this up again so this isn't going to
happen overnight... Special thanks to Yori VE4ACX who
has spent many hours checking, adjusting, diagnosing and
replacing equipment at all of our repeater sites. Also thanks
to Bruce Johnson, Murry Ronald, and Kent Haase for
donating time and/or equipment to help us out!

Camp 807

Manitoba ARES Report
Submitted by Jeff, VE4MBQ
CANWARN Spotter Training at PSPC in Winnipeg
10MAY went very well with 30 Amateurs in attendance
representing five out of eight CANWARN Districts. We did
new Spotter/refresher training in the morning followed by an
Advanced Spotter Training Session in the afternoon.
Participants received a very nice 8x10 Certificate of
completion.
Environment Canada hosted a focus group to examine
its relationships with various volunteer groups 27MAY in
Winnipeg. The previous day was a focus group in either
Oakville ON or Bellville ON, the day after Wpg was being
held in Montreal. Seven of the eight CANWARN Districts
were represented along with representation from WWO
Controllers. In attendance for CANWARN were VE4s: AEY,
CA, GLS, PN, ALW, HGD, GWN, MBQ. Other interest
groups were environmentalists, climate observers, and
weather watchers. There were several round-table
discussions on various issues. All ARES ECs and
CANWARN reps were sent some notes and can share them
with you. Some ideas that came out included:
+ more direct communication between Spotters,
Watchers, and gov’t
+ more communication with other CANWARN programs
+ communication between various Environment Canada
volunteer groups
+ can CANWARN be used to attract people to Amateur
radio?
+ better warning dissemination is required
+ many complains about bilingual wx radio broadcasts
+ can gov’t look after lunch cost at Spotter Training
+ regional CANWARN conferences (eg Prairies,
Maritimes, etc)
+ gov’t should consider financial support of Amateur
repeater organizations

Dryden, Ontario

August 1st – 3rd,
2003
For over twenty years,
the Amateur Radio clubs in
various Northwestern Ontario
communities have taken turns
hosting this annual family
event. The Camp 807 Hamfest
incorporates
the
three
favourite things of Northwest
Ontario Hams - camping, barbecues and Amateur Radio!
http://www.arsd.dryden.net/

VE4JOP
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There was a question at Spotter Training asking about
whether CANWARN is in danger of being folded along with
cutbacks at PSPC but we were told that the Regional
Director thinks very highly of the program in Manitoba and
its support will continue.
The CANWARN Summer Severe Weather program runs
12MAY-07SEP this year. We have added a couple of new
Net Controllers, welcome to Bill VE4ALW from Portage la
Prairie and Paul VE4AEY from Komarno. An ARES member
is on-call to act as VE4WWO Net Controller 0930-1730h and
1730-2130h daily during the Summer season. Any ARES
members in the areas surrounding Winnipeg that are
interested in taking at least one week of stand-by, ready to
come in to Winnipeg to operate VE4WWO next year should
contact Jeff VE4MBQ.
Recent CANWARN Nets were approx. 6 hours 01JUL
with Tornado Watches for most of Southern Manitoba. A
Net was run on 02JUL approx. 5 hours for the Dauphin
region that was under a Severe Thunderstorm Warning or
Condition Yellow.

VE4WWO operated for approximately nine hours SAT
07DEC2002 during SKYWARN Recognition Day (SRD). SRD
is a joint program of the ARRL and US National Weather
Service. In 2002 we were the only Canadian Weather Station
to participate. 2003 SRD is SAT 06DEC - we hope to run 24
hours making contacts with US SKYWARN Stations on HF
and IRLP. Any ARES member considering becoming a
CANWARN Net Controller for 2004 should consider taking
a four hour SRD shift - you would of course be partnered
with a current Net Controller.

Local Access nets
Daily 01:00 UTC

MB Evening Phone net

3760 KHz

Daily 01:30 UTC

Prairie Traffic Net (CW)

3660 KHz

Daily 02:30 UTC

Aurora #2 net

7055 Khz

Weekdays 9:00am Seniors Morning Net
Wed. 9:00 pm

Six Meter net

147.390 MHz
50.240 MHz

Thursday 9:00pm MRS Net

147.390 MHz

Sunday 1:00pm

147.390 MHz

MRS Net

News from the Winnipeg Seniors’ Radio Club
by Adam Romanchuk, VE4SN
As the song so aptly puts it… ”In the good ol’ summer
time”. And it sure is! We have the sunshine, the heat, the
long days and surprisingly, fewer mosquitoes! I don’t know
about all you folks out there but it has been a distinct
pleasure to spend these fine summer evenings outdoors
without being eaten alive as far as my XYL and I are
concerned!
May and June were busy months at WSCRC preparing
for our 20th Anniversary Open House celebrations. When
the occasion finally occurred on June 7th, it was a
resounding success, and much thanks has to go to those
who worked so hard to make it a success. Thanks are also
extended to Jim Neal and his organization of The City of
Winnipeg Retirees Association for allowing us to use their
downstairs facilities to put on our party.
We even had a Birthday cake with candles to mark the
occasion and the WSCRC Intermods entertained with a few
songs including a birthday song written especially for the
event by Paul Palace VE4PXP. A fair number of guests
turned out as well and I’m sure they all had a memorable
time.
Our next social item is the annual picnic at St. Vital Park
on Thursday, August 28th. There will be plenty to eat in
terms of hamburgers, hot dogs and corn and lots of hot and
cold drinks. Besides the chance of making a few eyeball
QSO’s , there will be music and entertainment. Bring the
whole family and enjoy a nice day at the Duck Pond in St,
Vital Park.
Our Executive Board is currently on its summer break,
but come September, the business of the WSCRC will
resume. We have a Basic Ham Radio course beginning in
early September and word has it that there are quite a large
number registered for the course. If you know of anyone
who wants to take up the hobby and get the certificate, tell
him or her to call Sandy, VE4SZ at 633 2877 quickly before
we have to put a lid on things. (our classroom is only so
large!!)
The monthly breakfasts will continue through the
summer months. The second Thursday of each month is
when we gather at Garden City Inn at McPhillips and
Jefferson to enjoy good company and an inexpensive good
breakfast. Make it a point to come out and enjoy the
morning with your fellow members. You might even get
lucky and have the Club pay for your meal!
That’s about it for now except to wish everyone
everywhere a safe, happy summer!
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News from the Net
RAC Bulletin 03-017E
WRC-2003 Drops Morse Requirement
The
World
Radiocommunication
Conference
(WRC-2003) held in Geneva, Switzerland, 9 June to 4 July,
2003, has dropped the Morse code examination requirement
for radio amateurs. In the face of pressure by some
administrations to retain Morse testing, the conference
decided to keep Morse as a recommended amateur
qualification, but that it would be up to individual
administrations whether or not they retain a Morse
examination requirement. The dropping of Morse testing
was one of a number of changes to Article 25 of the Radio
Regulations that will take effect on Saturday, 5 July.
This change does not mean that Industry Canada will
automatically or immediately drop Morse testing. Industry
Canada will likely want to determine the wishes of Canadian
radio amateurs and will have to determine what Canadian
regulatory changes, if any, first will be necessary. Radio
Amateurs of Canada has already commenced discussions
with Industry Canada on the future of Morse testing in the
meetings of the Canadian Amateur Radio Advisory Board
(CARAB).
RAC Vice-president Regulatory Affairs, Jim Dean,
VE3IQ, the amateur radio member on the Canadian
delegation, participated in the review of the radio regulations
pertaining to the Amateur Service.
RAC Bulletin 03-015E
WRC-2003 Revises Call Sign Formation
At World Radiocommunication Conference 2003 held in
Geneva, Switzerland, 9 June to 4 July, 2003, two principal
revisions were made to the ITU Radio Regulations
concerning the formation of call signs in the Amateur
Services.
The prohibition against prefixes of amateur
station call signs commencing with a digit when the second
character is the letter O or the letter I, has been removed.
This has little direct impact for Canadian amateurs but will
provide additional prefix options and greater flexibility for
administrations assigned prefixes beginning with a digit
followed by a letter. Thus 7O7 is now a legitimate amateur
radio prefix. Of more direct interest to Canadian amateurs is
the fact that, provided Industry Canada approves, call signs
may now be formed with a group of four characters (suffix),
of which the last must be a letter, following the national
identifier. Thus call signs such as VE5RCMP, VE3IARU,
VE3P27U and VE200AA now will be permitted. RAC's
Vice-president Regulatory Affairs, Jim Dean, VE3IQ,
participated in the WRC-2003 review. RAC will work with
Industry Canada on the necessary amendments to the
Department's amateur radio call sign policy.
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RAC Bulletin 03-106E
Amateurs make gains on 40 Metres at WRC-2003
The Amateur Service made significant gains at
WRC-2003 (Geneva, Switzerland, 9 June to 4 July, 2003) in its
quest for increased global allocations and a shift of the
Broadcasting Service out of the 40 metre band. The Amateur
Service sought to regain the band's 1939 status of an
exclusive allocation of 300 kHz worldwide, free from the
present interference of broadcasters in Europe and Asia.
With six options on the table at the onset of the conference,
it was quickly evident that the negotiations would be very
difficult and success could be achieved only through
compromise.
Very intense negotiations lasted right until
the second last day of the four-week conference, but when
the dust had settled, it had been agreed that on 29 March,
2009, amateurs in Asia, Europe and Africa will gain access to
7100 to 7200 kHz and the incumbent broadcasters will have
moved higher in frequency and out of that portion of 40
metres. Amateurs in the Americas retain their allocations but
will then have 200 kHz free from Broadcast interference.
The Amateur Service was the only Service to gain an
HF allocation at WRC-2003. Gaining spectrum through a
move of the powerful, well-entrenched Broadcast Service
was a historic first. RAC representatives in the negotiations
were RAC Vice-president Regulatory Affairs, Jim Dean,
VE3IQ, on the Canadian delegation, and RAC Vice-president
Government and International Affairs, Ken Pulfer, VE3PU,
who attended as a member of the IARU team. The leadership
and support provided by the Canadian delegation headed
by Industry Canada, was outstanding and instrumental in
the success achieved.

Editors Ramblings
By Derek VE4HAY
Looking for help on repeater usage, then check out this
very useful guide

http://ve4.net/mrs/docs/guide.pdf
Quite the bit of news from WRC - 2003. Isn’t it
Everyone should congratulate the team from RAC and this is
why you should be a member of RAC. It is the fine effort of
the RAC representatives who aere at the Wolrd Radio
Conference, fighting tooth and nail to hold the Amateur
Spectrum (read this as we did not lose any spectrum), get
chnages made to the reg’s and clarify the callsign
formations.
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MARM FEST 9
August 15 & 16, 2003
Manitoba Amateur Radio Museum
on the grounds of the

Manitoba Agricultural Museum
at

Austin, Manitoba

Application for Membership
Attn. MRS Membership Chairperson
C/O Winnipeg Seniors Citizens Radio Club
598 St. Mary's Road
Winnipeg, MB R2M 3L5
Name:

Call Sign

Address:
City:

Prov:

Phone:
$25.00

Calendar Year Ending:
Certificate Required:
Membership card required

Postal Code:

E-mail:
Members - (ending Dec 31, new members pro-rated)
$10.00 Addn'l Family Member
Total

M.R.S. Current Fee Schedule
Pro-rated quarterly-new members only
Membership expires Dec 31 of current year

Family membership is for each additional member residing at the January to December
April - December
same residence as the initial member.
July to December
October to December
Newsletter and any notices will be e-mailed if address provided

Regular

$25.00
$18.75
$12.50
$ 6.25

The Manitoba Repeater Society
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Ever thought of Operating Amateur
Radio from a Moving Train
Take a ride in our time machine, as we clickety-clack down the tracks into yesteryear. You'll enjoy a
trip aboard our vintage train, just as early settlers once did. Travel in the comfort of one of our fully restored,
historic wooden coaches, built between 1901 and 1913.
History surrounds you, as you imagine former dignitaries,
farmers and prime ministers, who once travelled this
great land of ours by rail - just like aboard The Prairie
Dog Central. You may even be sitting in the same seat as
one of these great Canadian pioneers once did
On September 20th, 2003 - VE4 Amateur Radio
Operators are planning a 4 hour DX-pedition on the
rails
of
the
Prairie
Dog
Central.
http://www.vintagelocomotivesociety.mb.ca
The plans as they currently exist are to operate 2
Metre, 6 Metre and HF from the moving train as well
as at the stop over in Warren MB. Operating times will be scheduled on a first ticket purchased, first
operated basis. Activities for non-hams are being arranged at the stop-over. Bring the family for a nice
outing, while you take your turn at operating.

40 Metres - 7.260 MHz

20 Metres - 14.260 MHz

September 20th, 2003

11:00 am - 3:00 pm

6 Metres - 50.238 MHz
$20.00 per person

Please make cheque for tickets payable to RRDX
For Ticket Info - contact the Event Manager David, VE4DAR @ 489-4106
Technical Support please call Bob, VE4RCJ @ 477-9125
Operating times scheduled on a First Ticket Purchased - First Operated Basis, until all
spots are filled. To book your operating time please call Wayne, VE4WKL @
224-1449
Check the web site for more information: http://www.ve4.net/warc/RR_DXpedition

